
ARE YOU OPERATIONALLY  
COMPETITIVE?
Firms with efficient and streamlined operations attract new capital. Firms who can 
prove operational value make more money. Firms with scaled operations achieve 
higher margins. Operational excellence empowers you to add new asset classes 
and access new markets, ensuring your firm is primed to capture the next big 
investment opportunity.

Global Asset Management faces ever increasing operational challenges with 
instrument complexity, data consistency and the risk of post trade costs eating  
into pre-trade alpha. 

SO WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES TO ACHIEVING  
OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE?

COMPRESSED TIME 

Settlement cycles continue to be reduced as a result of regulation, technology 
advances, improved processes and the removal of paper certificates. Shortened 
settlement cycles are intended to reduce risk but do put more pressure on your 
firm’s efficiencies. Could you be ready for T+0?

INCREASED COMPLEXITY

Multi-asset trading, inconsistent across markets, is managed across an ever 
increasing number of execution and settlement venues. The multi-asset movement 
has led to tremendous complexity challenges, all requiring your operations team to 
unravel. This places a huge reliance on in-house expertise and recruiting staff with 
the necessary skills. Are you surrendering margin with each new asset class 
traded?

VOLUMES

With growing trade volumes, including more underlying allocations to an increased 
number of custodians, the pressure mounts to meet same-day affirmation and 
multi-asset STP. Institutional investors are ever increasing scrutiny on STP rates 
and the impacting costs. How would your STP rate be graded?

Bloomberg AIM Operational Cycle

Bloomberg AIM’s global operations community, 
centralized multi-asset settlement capabilities  
and exceptional data quality enables you to  
improve operational efficiency, reduce costs and, 
most importantly, increase investor satisfaction.
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CASH FLOW PROCESSING

OPERATIONS 
COMMUNITY

TRADING 
Multi-asset electronic trading and connectivity 
across equity, fixed income, FX, listed 
derivatives and OTC

SETTLEMENT 
Over 9.5 million SWIFT messages a year 
sent from AIM

VALUATIONS  
Over 8.5 million positions are managed  
on AIM, marked with both real-time and  
EOD valuation



BLOOMBERG TRADING SOLUTIONS provides multi-asset order and execution 
management solutions and investment cycle analytics that enable buy-side and sell-side 
firms to turn their trade and order data into a competitive advantage. As a result, firms can 
create more efficient workflows, connect to the global capital markets, drive regulatory 
compliance and lower their total cost of ownership. 
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To learn more, email our AIM team at bbaim@bloomberg.net

HOW CAN BLOOMBERG HELP?

Bloomberg AIM is dedicated to helping buy-side firms transform trade operations 
from a cost center into a growth driver.

Community – AIM provides centralized turnkey access through the Bloomberg 
network to counterparties, execution and matching facilities, custodians and 
the ever increasing number of participants involved in the operational life-cycle. 
For added workflow agility, Bloomberg’s communication hub ensures you are 
connected with the community across both the buy and sell side. 

Centralized multi-asset settlement capabilities – AIM’s centralized multi-
asset workspace allows you to track and organize all firm-wide transactions, take 
action with matching and settlement facilities and provides real-time transparency 
into settlement status, giving you control and oversight over the complete trade 
lifecycle. This ensures minimized risk, time and cost. 

Trusted data – Native integration with Bloomberg data ensures security data 
consistency throughout the trading life-cycle. In addition to Bloomberg’s security 
data and analytics, AIM’s fully automated reconciliation process for position, 
cash, market value and transactions, gives you the highest confidence to make 
investment decisions.

Our solutions enable your firm to improve operational efficiency, reduce costs, 
and most importantly, increase investor satisfaction by demonstrating heightened 
operational controls.

To help you better understand these solutions, BBG AIM proposes to re-engage 
with your Operations team and provide insight into how BBG can partner with you 
to meet these challenges together.
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